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Perth 2050 –
many choices for our
city in the mid-21st
century
Cities are complex and dynamic. City
administrators and policymakers make
decisions daily that shape the trajectory
of our urban growth, operations and
consumption patterns. These decisions should
be based on maximising the health and
wellbeing of citizens, as well as economic
and environmental prudence. The triplebottom-line remains a sound principle for the
evolution of our cities. In the 21st Century,
we have unheralded opportunities for our
cities to be data-driven and responsive, and
citizen-centric at the same time. After all,
our cities are nothing without civic vibrancy,
success and pride.
In this thought paper, four of Western
Australia’s rising engineers and designers at
Arup establish a vision for our city in 2050
based on a theme they have selected. Their
brief was tied to Arup’s global commitment
to the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals and UN-HABITAT’s
World Cities Day 2018 themed this year
Building Sustainable and Resilient Cities.
Indeed, while our firm has always strived to
Shape a Better World, we are evolving our
business practices to make sure we contribute
very positively to these goals.
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Digital services
and districts

2

Dylan Melsom shares his
vision of our perceptive city
enabled by smart sensing
and adaptability.

3

Sustainable urban
water management

Kate Buckle presents her
vision of a collaborative
WaterWise city utilising offgrid
peer to peer solutions.

Seamless and
integrated mobility

Zoe Wilks talks about
Perth as a ‘Transcity’,
shaped around a
comprehensive, futuristic
public transport backbone.

4

Resilient urban
systems

Effie Fox discusses a resilient
future characterised by a
reimagining of our economy
and patterns of resource
consumption, much more
sympathetic to the capacities
of our natural systems.
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We have a lot to be proud about today.
Perth ranks consistently highly on various
liveability indices and few would question
the virtues of our coastline, the Swan River,
King’s Park and other amenities that facilitate
the recreational lifestyles many enjoy. In
2016, the Economist Intelligence Unit rated
Perth 7th of 140 global cities, allocating a
perfect score for healthcare, education and
infrastructure 1. In 2018, Mercer ranked Perth
21st of 231 cities 2. EasyPark Group ranked
Perth 41st on their smart cities index out of
more than 500, scoring the city particularly
highly across indicators such as living
standard, public transport, urban planning
and citizen participation 3.
Yet, these indices overlook a range of urban
problems and growing challenges affecting
the sustainability of our urban environment.
Perth’s metropolitan footprint is the world’s
63rd biggest city by land area but ranks
1,005th of 1,064 with respect for population
6

density 4. Our water consumption is high
and growing, despite the arid climate
contributing to the need for expensive
desalination facilities 5. We face the real
possibility of increasing social justice
issues tied to housing affordability, spatial
inequities, rising healthcare costs and an
aging population.
Rankings depend also on the variables being
measured. In their index, Arcadis ranks
Perth 87th of 100 cities with respect for
sustainable mobility and is outperformed by
all other Australian cities ranked (Brisbane,
Canberra, Melbourne and Sydney), as
well as car-dependent American cities
including Houston, Dallas and Los Angeles
6
. Infrastructure Australia forecasts the cost
of Perth’s road congestion to reach nearly
AUD$16bn per annum by 2031 assuming
business-as-usual, the highest of any
Australian city 7.

A range of emerging megatrends present
us with new perspectives (and imperatives)
to critique our urban growth trajectory and
consumption practices. Climate change,
geopolitical change, technological innovation
and the rise of artificial intelligence are
all irresistible and our current urban
policies represent varying and sometimes
questionable degrees of leadership and
response to such issues.

society. We must ask always, ‘who are cities
for?’ The city must remain inclusive or it will
fail in its historic purpose as a place where
people of all kinds mix to innovate and create
value. The city of the future for Arup must be
a city for all. Ove Arup, our founder, noted
that shaping a better world is a collective
act and “what we must aim at, is to make
‘we’ include as many as possible as often as
possible.”

Significantly, our challenge as policymakers,
industry and citizens is to embrace these
megatrends and shape them for our benefit
rather than allow them to shape suboptimal
outcomes for our environment, economy and

We hope that you enjoy reading these four
possible futures for Perth in 2050 and they
inspire you to develop your own vision for
our beautiful city.

Dr Ryan Falconer

Dr Tim Williams

Cities Leader
Western Australia

Cities Leader
Australasia
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UN World Cities Day

Building Sustainable and Resilient Cities, the theme for World Cities Day 2018,
is a call to action for all of us to rethink how cities may become better places to
protect and enhance people’s lives, leaving no one behind.
17 goals to transform our world
Arup has adopted the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a
framework to guide all of our project work
and our advice to our clients, and how we
operate sustainably as a firm.
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When we imagine a future Perth we
must consider how decisions today are
contributing to each of the 17 SDGs.
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Digital services and districts
Common sensing: towards a perceptive Perth

Dylan Melsom

Transport Engineer

It is a sweltering hot Perth afternoon, and
Sophie is excited; her digital assistant has
just informed her it is time to depart for the
final of the 2050 FIFA World Cup, at the
recently-upgraded Perth Stadium. She leaves
home on foot and is directed to a mobility
hub a block away by the augmented reality
overlay in her smart contact lenses. It is
closer than the one she normally uses. She
concludes there must be more in service
today, given the heat and that over 80,000
people are making their way to the game.
As she walks, she follows the
recommendation on her lenses to keep to the
shade due to the high UV levels in her area.
There never used to be much shade around
here, until its residents were identified
as having higher than average rates of
melanoma, and low levels of walking and
cycling. Since then, trees have been planted
everywhere, the air quality has improved
markedly and her suburb’s health score has
shot up.
On the way, Sophie stops in to her favourite
café for a coffee. She needs a bit of a
pick-me-up, and this is the perfect spot. It
consistently has one of the highest happiness
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scores in the city, and her own happiness
levels usually spike when she stops by.
Her smart lenses notify her that she’s arrived
at the mobility hub, and 20 seconds later
her ride arrives. She really appreciates
the decreased waiting times guaranteed
by her provider on these hot days, and
directs her digital assistant to provide some
quick positive feedback to that effect. The
driverless 8-seater silently pulls away after
she’s safely seated. The screens in the
vehicle play real time information about
the World Cup as well as past statistics so
that Sophie can make sure she is up-to-date
before she arrives at the game.
The vehicle completes a couple of pick-ups
and drop-offs along the way, avoiding the
routes most heavily congested by the horde
of sports fans heading to the game. The
passengers’ digital assistants have synced
through their social media accounts so
many of them have met before and they
all have similar interests and they discuss
getting together after the game. They all
reflect with some amusement on how there
used to be so much congestion in Perth that
commuters who chose to drive would sit in
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endless traffic jams. These days, traffic is
continuously monitored and managed, with
mobility service providers sharing their data
with authorities, and different options priced
to ensure there’s always a steady flow of
the diverse fleet of vehicles. It is no longer
necessary to own your own private vehicle,
nor is it practical or desirable.

Sophie arrives at the hub next to the Stadium
and steps out of her vehicle just in time to
see her brother touch down in a shared drone
taxi. She smiles, remembering her digital
assistant synchronised their journeys for
simultaneous arrival. She waves her Aussie
scarf at him and her thoughts turn towards
the big game ahead.

Sophie is lucky to live in Perth in 2050 as it is a ‘smart city’ able to sense anomalous events,
such as extreme heat or playing host to a major event, and respond to them. The city has
become self-aware, in a sense, and can connect with its citizens to enhance their experience
of the city under any conditions. The city is designed to encourage personal interaction. It is
resilient and it passes this resilience on to the people that move within it, every day.
The result is a more liveable, workable, sustainable city; in short, a better city, the realisation
of which is a major step towards most of the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.

How do we get there?
Adoption of citizen co-creation –
encourage inhabitants to be active
participants in the transformation. Embraced
by other leading cities, it enables residents
to understand, inform and accept major
projects, plans, and policies
City sensing – the collection of data through
networks of sensors, devices and systems
Interoperability – the compatibility of
all platforms and devices in the system,
enabling a connected network
Data crunching – the analysis of the
information collected to turn it into useful
intelligence for city benefit

Transparency around data – people need
to understand the potential benefits, and feel
safe in the knowledge that the information
gathered is not being used for nefarious
purposes. Ensuring the city maintains
ownership and/ or access to data even with
the privatisation of various city functions is an
essential component
Application – the practical realisation of
the potential benefits through targeted
application of knowledge
Communication – completing the cycle by
enabling the city to interact with its citizens
and personalise their experience

Related Arup Foresight publications:
Technology Timeline 2017 www.driversofchange.com/projects/technology-timeline-2017/
Blockchain Technology Report www.driversofchange.com/projects/blockchain-technology-how-theinventions-behind-bitcoin-are-enabling-a-network-of-trust-for-the-built-environment/
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Seamless and integrated mobility
Transcity 2050: How we made public transport king

Zoe Wilks

Senior Transport Engineer

I live in Perth in 2050 and riding the
bus is one of my favourite ways to start
the day. I think it’s a combination of the
convenience of the service, upbeat attitude
of my fellow passengers, the attractive and
comfortable vehicle, and of course, the
delicious latte created by the barista at my
local Transperth mobility hub that’s ready
for me when I arrive each morning. Many
commuters choose one of the other plentiful
mobility options available via their personal
MobilityMenu, including paying a bit more
to have a private driverless pod pick them
up, or zooming in to work on a solarbike,
but I generally choose the brightly-coloured
hydrogen-powered autonomous buses for my
ride. I never have to wait more than one or
two minutes, it’s one of the cheapest choices,
and it means I get high-quality wireless
internet and device charging throughout the
journey.
This morning, I hopped on the bus after a
quick chat over our coffees before boarding
to some fellow regular patrons of my local
Transperth hub. As I sit here, being carried
swiftly towards the CBD, I smile to myself
as I watch the workers and tourists chatting,
glance at the latest news on the on-board
screen and reflect that it’s journeys like these

that we have become accustomed to in Perth.
It seems like a distant memory that transport
was all about ‘level of service’ and getting
people as fast as possible from A to B.
Today, Perth is lovingly termed a ‘Transcity’
by its citizens with journeys being just as
much about delight and the experience as the
destination itself. For me, I think the wave
of change started on 21 March 2021 when
the results of our State elections had just
been called and for the first time in WA’s
history, public transport and active transport
were given 80% of the transport budget for
the 2021-2022 financial year. Just under
20% was allocated to road improvement
projects with Perth finally facing the music
and embracing the ‘user pays’ model with
demand management being the preferred
approach to managing congestion.
It was a bold call but at the beginning
of a four-year term, this gave the party
four years to show voters how their lives
could be improved with more sustainable
transport options for them to use every day.
That year, the urban growth boundary of
Perth was fixed, and our three transport
agencies were amalgamated with a new
coordinated purpose to “provide and enable
safe, accessible, sustainable and efficient
13
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movement of people for the economic and
social prosperity of Western Australia.” The
rest, as they say, is history.
Comments like those from Elon Musk, CEO
of Tesla in 2017 epitomised an elitist view
that public transport is for second-class
citizens.
“[Public transit is] a pain in the ass…That’s
why everyone doesn’t like it. And there’s
like a bunch of random strangers, one of
who might be a serial killer, OK, great. And
so that’s why people like individualized
transport, that goes where you want, when
you want.”
Now, over 30 years later, it’s hard to imagine
what Perth what have looked like if Musk’s
14

view had prevailed and we continued the
unsustainable, car-dominated path. The
thriving Beaufort Street nightlife would
have been lost forever if the proposal was
successful for removing the bus lanes
to provide an improved level of service
for general vehicles. We wouldn’t have
Transperth hubs - our award-winning public
cycling end-of-trip facility, where the huge
multi-deck carparks once stood in the prime
real-estate in our city. Freeway widenings
would have continued with a seemingly
endless pursuit of ‘congestion busting’
projects pushing the urban footprint of Perth
further out. And on an economic front, we
wouldn’t now have the thriving WA electric
rail manufacturing facilities that now
export world-class autonomous and carbonfree rolling stock to over 30 countries.

Furthermore, we would be spending millions
more every year on healthcare services
to treat the physical and mental stresses
suffered by our residents under the pressures
of private vehicle congestion and car
dependence.
I’ll admit, we were a little slow as a city
to let go of our car-dominated and reliant
lifestyle. It took time for us to adopt a similar
approach as the former Mayor of Bogota,
despite having significantly more urban
wealth.
“A developed country is not a place where
the poor have cars. It’s where the rich use
public transport” — paraphrased from
Enrique Penalosa, former Mayor of Bogotá,
Colombia

ZERO EMISSIONS HYDROGEN FUEL BUS

Thankfully, through a range of top-down
policy measures, private sector-driven
innovation and grassroots campaigns, we
were able to slowly turn public opinion and
indeed the future liveability and success
of the City of Perth. By 2030, the tide had
changed and media stories were focused on
how we took back our cities, from the car, for
our citizens.
The significant change in public policy and
funding set off a chain reaction of private
investment. Local businesses noticed the new
typology and we started to realise successful
urban precincts around rail stations
characterised by local employment, new
cafes, smaller boutiques and ‘grab and go’
retail and food stores. The new businesses,
in turn drove an increase in rail boardings as
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industry. Today over 90% of public transport
vehicles (including all components) are
built locally and the market is a significant
contributor to WA GDP. Similar investments
followed in markets such as electric scooters,
bikes and world-class end of trip facilities
that are now a staple at the Transperth
mobility hubs.

Photo © Peter Bannetts

What seems like a lifetime ago, we could
have been forgiven for looking enviously

at transit systems operating in other cities.
Today, Perth is ranked consistently as one
of the most liveable cities in the world with
more public transport projects, investments
and innovations planned every year. We have
come a long way from the car-dominated
and resources-sector economy of the early
21st century. Today, I am proud to live in
a city that has given the streets back to its
residents, at least in large part by making
public transport king.

How do we get there?
Public policy and political will – prescient
changes in transport investment priorities
with a focus on the longer-term needs and
resilience of Perth will trigger private sector
co-investment delivering thriving transitoriented precincts

journeys started to evolve in to ‘experiences’.
Eventually, bigger investors and wellknown Australian companies took note with
major child care centres. Australia Post and
Woolworths collection lockers opened across
the network. The now almost extinct ‘Park
n Ride’ carparks began closing as they were
replaced by larger bus interchanges, cycle
storage hubs, electric scooter and bike rental
points and retail offerings. The new wave of
Transperth mobility hubs had begun.

sustainable and enjoyable transport options.
Local governments had no choice but to
respond accordingly and swiftly, with
Councillors using their public offices to enact
change. Slowly, cars were pushed out of town
centres and more room was left available
for more sustainable, enjoyable and efficient
transport options such as local buses and
electric bikes that could carry more people
more sustainably and efficiently to, from, and
within the town centres.

The community (and media) rhetoric began
to follow with residential house prices
growing steadily around the new station
precincts. Groups like ‘Future Bayswater’
and other vocal community groups were
a key part of the change, demanding more
vibrant town centres with a passion for

As the government started planning for more
and more rail, bus and light rail services
in Perth and with a firm commitment to
WA jobs, the private industry continued to
respond with significant investments made in
expanding markets such as the now-booming
electric public transport construction
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Targeted investment – establishing
infrastructure priorities and reorienting
Perth’s economy to support delivery of these
items, creating jobs and enhancing Perth’s
manufacturing and supply credentials on the
world stage
Transitioning from mobility to experiential
journeys – evolving transit journeys into
productive and enjoyable experiences, with
emphasis on door-to-door, seamless travel
Focus on citizen needs – active, inclusive
and enjoyable travel reduces physical and

mental stress suffered by our citizens. This
will be aided and abetted by customisation
initiatives facilitated by technology
Improve appreciation of transit among
our population – shifting attitudes to
non-car travel, focusing on the younger
generation, leading to more sustainable
habits in later life including greater
appreciation of the many non-car travel
options available
Learn and share knowledge – cities must
learn from the success stories of other cities
and customise initiatives to suit our unique
geography
Set limits to growth – demonstrate the will
to increase infill targets and establish an
urban growth boundary

Related Arup Foresight publications:
Rethinking Urban Mobility www.driversofchange.com/projects/rethinking-urban-mobility/
Towards a Walking World www.driversofchange.com/projects/cities-alive-towards-a-walking-world/
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Sustainable urban water management
Water off the grid

Kate Buckle

Hydraulic and Fire Services
Consultant

Today is the 30th Anniversary of Perth’s
WaterWise programme which was an
initiative of PACIT (Perth Amalgamated
Cities Infrastructure Team). All around
us is the evidence of the success of this
programme, but I’d like to take a step back
and look at the history of how we got here
and the successes we’ve achieved together.
In 2018, Perth’s local communities started
pushing for change, engineering consultants
started spreading best practice initiatives,
and legislators began to listen. They decided
to commit to a sustainable and resilient
city which included embracing the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).
To those working in PACIT’s conceptual days
it was clear that water was one of Perth’s most
important resources, however the system was
not sustainable and could not be neglected
any longer. The water supply networks were
privately owned and were varying in age and
condition. There were many opportunities
for improving water efficiency and reducing
pollution to our precious natural waterways.
The taskforce teamed up and worked
together, bringing private network owners,
city infrastructure owners, and the best
18

engineering minds to the same table, to
develop what we have today.
Now, I’m proud to share my morning and
how I arrived here today to highlight the
work that we have achieved together. When
I woke up this morning, I showered, dressed
and my family and I made breakfast together.
Our water for these activities all came from
our personal off-grid re-use water and wastewater treatment system. It hasn’t rained in
a while, but the humidity captures on the
roof have been doing their job well, and
the re-use reticulation tops up our tank as
needed. We share our water with three of our
neighbours with a blockchain enabled peer to
peer system. Our consumption is monitored
– with data easy accessible on my WaterWise
app – and we pay a fair rate because the
maintenance and energy costs in transporting
the water is so low as there is no more need
to pump water 600 kilometres. Predictive
maintenance systems also assist in providing
a reliable system at low cost.
We walked the kids to school on the way to
the ferry at Applecross and joined the many
commuters taking advantages of the Clean
Energy Craft jetting up the Swan River. Once
we landed in Langley Quay, I farewelled my
19

partner and it was a quick walk into our head
office in East Perth. I walked past the lush
gardens and trees lining the roadways and
couldn’t help but admire the difference that
removing foreign plants from our city had
made. The native Western Australian trees
thrive in our ecosystem and require very
little upkeep from City staff. As I crossed the
road, I walked past the stormwater catchment
grates, the permeable lids letting water in but
keeping out major debris. The stormwater
collects locally, in each pump where the
minor catchment treatment system is located,
reticulating re-use water to the local areas.

Entering the building, I stopped to enter
our plant room and marvel at the treatment
plant for our building. Automatic leak,
consumption and data monitoring in one
building, all controlled by the building
management and control system. I was proud
to remember too, that our PACIT’s head
office was one of the first off the grid.
On my way home, I’ll stand upstairs on the
ferry deck and admire the Swan River as
always – and I’ll be reminded of our purpose.

We have to celebrate Perth’s water networks, just as they were important to the indigenous
Whadjuk people of the Noongar nation for centuries gone by. It is now important to us, and our
ecosystem is benefitting from it. The trees growing by the banks are healthy, thriving, lush. The
water is crystal clear and clean, and the wildlife in and around the river is glorious to behold.

How do we get there?
Collaboration – traditionally siloed
departments need to work together to create
holistic and sustainable solutions
Smart networks – two-way communication
is enabled by smart sensors and devices
allowing organisations and individuals to buy
and sell water resulting in a more flexible and
equitable supply system
Embracing nature – natural systems have
evolved over time to suit local climate and
conditions. Working with rather than against
nature results in a more sustainable solution
Predictive maintenance – sensors
are embedded in all new and existing

infrastructure to monitor and predict
necessary maintenance prior to failure.
There is an upfront cost but this substantially
reduces ongoing maintenance costs and
improves reliability
Distributed solutions – can provide local
solutions substantially reducing water
transport/ pumping costs
Peer to peer networks – blockchain
technology is a distributed database that can
be used to securely and transparently share
information thus enabling peer to peer selling
and buying of water

Related Arup Foresight publications:
Driver of Change, Water 2.0 www.driversofchange.com/tools/doc/water/
Future of Urban Water www.driversofchange.com/projects/future-of-urban-water/
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Resilient urban systems
Symbiosis of City: a pattern in the matter of size

Effie Fox

Civil Engineer

Wow! What a turnout we have here in Yagan
Square this afternoon for Perth’s UN World
Cities Day Celebrations! I am so proud to be
delivering the welcome address, reflecting
back over all we have achieved as a city
since our first World Cities Day Celebrations
in 2018. That was 32 years ago today and
I haven’t aged a bit! {winking/ laughs}.
Back then the central theme was Building
Sustainable and Resilient Cities, and we had
our own John Butler Trio headlining {motion
to right of stage – pause for applause –
‘Revolution’ Playing in background}…
In those days, Perth was grappling with some
fundamental challenges around population
growth and housing, urban density,
technological change and employment
resilience. People were afraid owing to
rising challenges associated with income
inequalities, climate change and digitisation
of society. No one knew what was coming
next and most felt they weren’t smart enough,
rich enough or famous enough to have a role
in creating the positive change necessary
for the resilience and sustainability of our
city. There was a catalyst for change though,
and it came from somewhere almost wholly
unexpected…it wasn’t the pollies and it wasn’t
the socially elite …

We, as the community inhabiting Perth, asked
ourselves a fundamental question – who are
cities for? And the resounding answer was
Us. {pause} Perth’s community members.
Our businesses. Our governance systems.
We as consumers, employers, employees,
educators, students, parents, children, the
community. In short, we realised as the
custodians of the city, it was up to us all, as
a collective, to deal with challenges head-on
and help shape solutions.
We realised that Perth is fundamentally
a living organism and that to flourish
and endure just as any organism, all the
underlying and interdependent systems
supporting life must function efficiently,
reliably and in unison. Symbiosis. With our
infrastructure directing the essential services
we needed to live, and the land providing the
food and shelter for us to live on, the urban
growth model we chose to adopt focussed
on smarter, more efficiently-maintained
and appropriately-sized infrastructure.
As individuals, we rationalised out-dated
attitudes - ceaseless urban growth along our
coastline - construction on flat sandy lots
and building unnecessarily large houses – to
instead fit within our means and economise.
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Being such a vibrant, liveable city, our
population now has exceeded the growth and
economic outlooks originally projected in
2018. The population has ballooned since then
to close to 4 million and with (impressively!)
minimal expansion of the city’s 2018
geographic footprint. Tough policy decisions
in corporations, business partnerships,
small business and in the state and local
government were made to align more closely
(and genuinely) with the practice of social
responsibility to enable us to reach our vision
for Perth 2050.
We knew, that without those fundamental
decisions, supported by the UN Sustainable
Development Guidelines framework,
increased population inevitably would
mean greater use of resources. As a result, a
paradigm-shift occurred in the way we used,
reused and repurposed our resources - land,
water, raw materials.
The people of Perth realised the efficiencies
and resilience that technology could provide.
Competition and innovation started to drive
change, with engagement of the private and
public sectors, government and regulators
and the Perth community. Previously,
the resources sector had dictated Perth’s
economic circumstance but new technologies
enabled Perth’s economy to diversify. You
might laugh {jovially, look up, smile}, but
the now ‘small’ geothermal and rainwater
harvesting system in the MRA’s Subi Centro
development and the CBD Blockchain Energy
Trading Platform were the forerunners of
today’s sustainable energy, water, waste
water and economic systems!! Hard to
believe I know {cheeky smile}. Even within
the traditional industries of construction,
22

manufacturing and mining, innovations
such as automated construction machinery
with GPS, LIDAR and robotic Artificial
Intelligence all yielded new opportunities for
everyone.
We chose restorative design and smart,
renewable and decentralised water, waste
water and electrical systems so that the
assets we had were more appropriate to
the location and density of population. We
chose to do more with what we had already,

instead of increasing resource consumption
proportionate to population growth.
We adapted our labour force and local
economy to make sure that in Perth 2050
there would be a place for us all. Both
public and private sectors reshaped our
educational and training systems to invest
in the knowledge economy. As we matured
we also redefined the working week to be
more people, family and infrastructure
friendly. A qualitative and quantative

efficiency. Mutually beneficial to health
and productivity, business and families,
development and the environment. Symbiotic.
Sustainable. Resilient in perpetuity.
To gain the advantage of lessons learned, we
looked to other internationally-recognised
resilient cities, but in doing so, we realised
that we needed to take advantage of what
made us unique. Isolation made Perth
and WA uniquely creative and we wanted
to continue to leverage this to our own
23

advantage, building on leadership and
developments created by the Innovation
Centre Technology Park in Bentley and
culture and the arts at SymbioticA, UWA and
WAAPA, ECU.
And so here we are. Perth 2050, 32 years
later. A resilient, sustainable city in the midst
of the most biodiverse natural habitat in the
world. Thanks to you all, we made it, {pause,
gravity}. The future happens by degrees,
not all at once, and I am so pleased, and you

should be so proud of who we are, and what
our city is today. All that our children, and
their children, now have to live for.
We have decent work and a healthy economy,
we have industry, innovation and appropriate
infrastructure to service our needs, we have
responsible consumption and production.
Here’s to you {raise glass} and let’s get this
celebration started!

How do we get there?
People – real engagement, real tangible
actions. Integrity from the top to the bottom.
Ditch the rhetoric. Walk the talk.
Positive development – developments
must be designed with the intent to minimise
impact, restore and improve natural
environmental systems rather than simply
being “a bit better” than usual. They must
be liveable places for people, and where
the people financing them would want to
live too and could afford it. From developer,
engineer, architect, builder, home owner,
family, neighbourhood, community. We are
all a link in that chain.
Resilient design – consideration of longterm changes and the ability to deal with
disruptive events is essential for cities and
their citizens

Embrace uniqueness – cities should learn
from other cities but not at the expense of
embracing the unique characteristics and
offerings we enjoy
New technologies – by developing new
technologies cities can create new industries
and breathe new life into existing ones
Retrofitting – existing buildings and
infrastructure can often be relived instead
of demolished and rebuilt with much less
impact on resources and the environment
Knowledge economy – automation of
manual labour is reducing jobs in these
industries. A movement toward a more
knowledge-based economy provides more
resilient employment options. Keeping
people at all ages, young to old, involved and
engaged. Show them there’s nothing to be
afraid of. Anything is possible

Related Arup Foresight publications:
Drivers of Change, Climate Change 2.0 www.driversofchange.com/tools/doc/climate-change/
Cities Alive Rethinking Green Infrastructure www.driversofchange.com/projects/cities-alive/
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About Arup
Arup is the creative force at the heart of many of the world’s
most prominent projects in the built environment and across
industry. We offer a broad range of professional services
that combine to make a real difference to our clients and the
communities in which we work.
We are truly global. From 80 offices in 35 countries our
14,000 planners, designers, engineers and consultants
deliver innovative projects across the world with creativity
and passion.
Founded in 1946 with an enduring set of values, our
unique trust ownership fosters a distinctive culture and an
intellectual independence that encourages collaborative
working. This is reflected in everything we do, allowing us
to develop meaningful ideas, help shape agendas and deliver
results that frequently surpass the expectations of our clients.
The people at Arup are driven to find a better way and to
deliver better solutions for our clients.
We shape a better world.
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